
one who stood'most to  profit is deadand hence it is not for 
Such posthumous fame, uncommercial and unprofitable, has 
come in Germany to the name and work of Walter Ben- 
i a Cierm-in-lewich w r i t ~ r  who wac knnwn hilt nnr fa- 

comes in many sorts and sizes-from the one-week notoriety of 
the cover story to the splendor of an everlasting name. Posthu- 
mous fame is one of Fama's rarer and least desired articles, al- 
though it is less arbitrary and often more solid than the othe 
sorts, since it is only seldom bestowed upon mere merchandise 
The 
sale. 
now 
jamit., - a - . . . . . . . -- . . - --- . . --, - -- --- - - - 
mous, as contributor to magazines and literary sections of news 
papers for less than ten years prior to Hitler's seizure of powe 
and his own emigration. There were few who still knew his nam 
when he < 
many of l- 
the War-tne iau 01 France, me tnreic TO mgiana, ine sun nn-a 
Hitler-Stalin pact whose most feared consequence at that momen 
was the close co-operation of the two most powerful secret po 
lice forces in Europe. Fifteen years later a two-volume edition o 

:hose death in those early fall days of 1940 which for 
,is origin and generation marked the darkest moment of 
-1- - f - 1 1  -1 l- _ -  -1. - -1.__-- -- 'r_-l.- -1 -.I- - - 2 1 1  :-..--A 
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his writings was published i 
immediately a mcc& d'esti 
tion among the few which he 
mere reputation, however hi 
the best, is never enough for 
that only fame, the testimony 
astronomical in size, can guarantee, one is doubly tempted to say 
(with Cicero), Si vivi vieissent qui morte vicerunt-how different 
everything would have been "if they had been victorious in life 
who have won victory in death." 

Posthumous fame is too odd a thing to be blamed upon the 
blindness of the world or the corruption of a literary milieu. 
Nor can it be said that it is the bitter reward of those who were 
ahead of their time-as though history were a race track on 
which some contenders run so swiftly that they simply d 
from the spectator's range of vision. On the contr 
mous fame is usually preceded by the highest reco 
one's peers. When Kafka died in 1924, his few published bo 
had not sold more than a couple of hundred copies, but his 
erary friends and the few readers who had almost a 
stumbled on the short prose-pieces (none of the n 
yet published) knew beyond doubt that he was on 
ters of modern prose. Walter Benjamin had won such 
early, and not only among those whose names at that time w 
still unknown, such as Gerhard Scholem, the friend o 
and Theodor Wiesengrund Adorno, his first and 
who together are responsible for the posthumous 
works and 1etters.l Immediate, instinctive, one is tern 
recognition came from Hugo von Hofmannsth 

enjamin's essay on Goethe's Elective Affinities 
ertolt Brecht, who upon receiving the ne 
eath is reported to have said that this was the 

had caused to German literature. We cannot know if the 
h a thing as altogether unappreciated genius, or wh 

e daydream of those who are not geniuses; but we can 
nably sure that posthumous fame will not be their lot. 

Fame is a social phenomenon; ad gloriam non est sat 

Introduction 

nio (as Seneca remarked 

: classification, wit 

inion to the con 

rable"), and the tro 
uld not be compared 

rear many negative statements, such as: 

3 

la Kafka, all of them 
asize Kafka's unique- 

re to make a 
on was great, 



sage means criticism, as Kant used it when he spoke of a Critiqu 

which the work's truth content is the more relevant the 
nspicuously and intimately it is bound up with its subjec 
therefore precisely those works turn out to endure whose 

Introduction 

ter_is_conc~m~_pn~_with_the_e+gma_of 'the flame itself: the en 
of being alive. Thus t h e s u c  inquires about the t ru thwh 
flame~oes on burning ove~tlij-heavy- rogs oLthedpast afid 
ashes of life gone by.- 

literary critic 
There is. h 
e fact of being un&ssifiable whichis involved in the life of 

ose who "have won victory in death." I t  is the element of bad 
uck, and this factor, very in Benjamin's life, cannot 

be ignored here because he himself, who probably never thought 
or dreamed about posthumous fame, was so extraordinarily aware 





Deutsche Beitrage (1924-25). This study, a 
11 of unique stature in the 

eneral field of iticism and the specialized 
eld of Goethe scholarship, eady been rejected several 

times, and Hofm approval came at a mo- 
ment when Benjamin almost despaired of "finding a taker for it" 
(Briefe I, 300). But there was a decisive misfortune, apparently 
never fully understood, which under the given circumstances 
was necessarily connected with this chance. The only material 
security which this first public breakthrough could have led to 

duced his father to 

fessor was bound to end wi 
involved declared later that 

any rarer or more pr 
real master had fashi 

?s book : on Goethe. Beniamin's critiaue was defini 

roup with whose intellec 

t an attack on the most prominent and most capab 
mber of the circl 

ig the "Chinese courtesy" mentioned by Schole 
a strange and mysterious way, disregarded the re 
ust as he fled from the safe Pari 

ition. His voice hardly mattered compared with the 

IS t o t h e  dangerous 
ont, as it were-his 



:tion 

ond 

s two-volume edition 
wblished-"Der Flaneur" in Die 
7 ,  and "Die Moderne" in D m  A 
in probably was the most pec 
his movement, which God kno 

tched by Marx-but 
movement as it was joined 

audelaire's correspondanc 
another if they were pro 

ated, so that finally they would no longer require 
~ve or explanatory commentary. Qe-ws concern 
arrelation berwe 

bv surrealism. it was 

Musee Cluny "on which a kindred soul had inscribe 
:te Shewn ~srael." 
s e  ratio to its signi 



beinga whim, derived directly from the only world view that 
ever had a decisive influence on him, from Goethe's conviction 
of the factual existence of an Urp&ome-ndn-a~chetypal phe- 
nomenon, a concrete thing to be disc~vered_in_the_wo$d of ap- --.. - 

pearances in which "significance" (Bedeutung, the most Goeth- 
ean of words, keeps recurring in Benjamin's writings) and 

3 appearance, word and thing, idea and experience, would c%,ncidez 
B e  smaller the object. the more likelv it seemed that it could - 
contain in the mostconcentrated form &ery5ingJelGi;'nence his - -- 

d e h p h t ' t h a t t w o - s t f  ould contain the entire Shewn 
~srae l ,  the very essence of Judaism, tiniest essence appearing on 
tiniest entity, from which in both cases everything else originates 
that, however, in significance cannot be compared with its ori- 
gin. In other words, what prof&lvfascinatecBenjamin from 
the beginning was never an idea, it was always a 

"what seems paradoxicalabo~t_every~hi>g-that is j ustly called 
FeautiftI is the fact'that - -.-- it appears" (Schriften I, 349), id ' th i s  
paradox-or, more simply, the wonder orappearance-was~always - - - --.--- 
^t_thec~eLof>~s-concerns. 

How r e m e  these, studies were from Marxism and-dialectical 

sumably mean the end of history.) " ~ u t  a storm is blowing fro 
Paradise" and "irresistibly propels him into the future to w 
Ins back is turned, while the pile of ruins before him grows s 
ward. What we call progressis this storm." In this angel, wh 
lkniam=aw in Klee's "Angelus NO<. the fl^neur expenen " 
Ilis filial transfipuration. For just as the @new,'through the g e s k  
o f  purposeless strolling, turns his back to the crowd even as he 
i-i propelled and swept by it, so the "angel of history," who looks 
.if n ~ t h i n ~  but the exnanse of ruins of the nast-is blown back- 

&-.- 

c m i d  arrive at binding, _gener~lyvalid s t a t e m e n t s , m a t  dies --- - 
~ c & - & ~ l a ~ d ,  as 'Adorno critically remarks, "by metaphorical 
/ncs: (Briefe 11, 785). In his concern with_duectly, actually -- 
demonstrable concrete facts, with single events and occurrences ---- 
u lios~significance" is manifest, Ben'amin was not much inter- 
c t t c d  in theories or "ideas" which did *+ not -- imme iat-me the 
nuiscp~cise  outward shape imaginable. T o  this very compl 
m i  still highly realistic mode of thought the Marxian relatio 
lup between superstructure and substructure became, in a pr .- 

t isc sense, a metaphorical one. If, for example-and this wou 
i rrrainly b e  the spirit of Benlamin's thought-the abstra 
Ã 1 incept Vemunft (reason) is traced back to its o-e 
r i b  yernehmen (to perceive, to hear), it may be thought that 
Ã word from the sphere of the superstructure has Beer given --- 



its use establishes 

-- 

I mighty fortress is our God"-and tiys to-GjGT<i_Jt-j5a 
being experienced. e had no trouble understanding the th 

1 of the superstructure as the final doctrine of metaphorical think- 
ing-precisely because without much ado and eschewing all "me- 

most a 
li-icl, it 
toward 
( Krieft 
friends 

of good fortune in Benjamin' 
dverse consequences; it anta 
endangered his relation to th 

em) for Benjamin's 
ries and his detenni 
wble was that B 

a poet of rare intellectual powers and, almost as import 
n at the rime, someone on the Left who, despite all ta  
dialectics, was no more of a dialectical thinker than 

erral of theqry to practice . . . 
ieinto its own in action." W e  
:le&k-as probably not so much a - -  referral topr 
to reality, and to him this reality manifested itself m 
in the proverbs and i d h s  of everyaT-hngusge. VFov 

e a school of crude thiik-e writes in the same con 
nd the art of taking and idiomatic speech li 
enabled Benjamin-as it did Kafka, in whom figures 
are often clearly discernible as a source of inspiration a 



furnish the key to many a "riddle 
singularly enchanting and enchante 

hunchback. Long before the outbreak of the Third Reich he w 

cent German lette 
the most marvel0 
Deutsche Mensch 
Von Grosse o h  

Proust translati 

of his Paris existence (Briefe 11, 839), would desert him. "Th 

till under the 
ejecting the 

version of the B in November o 
1938 (Briefe 11, 790) 

. , . ., 
aptness applies to himself as well: " 

When "The Stoker" was all he had read 
eadv ~ u o t e d  Goethe's statement about hope 

J 1 

his essay on Elective Affinities: "Hope passed over their head 
like a star that f d l s h m u h e  sky7'; and the sentence with whk 
h e d e s  this studv reads as though Kafka had written it 

ated his Paris apartment, which contained his library (he had 
been able to get "the more important half out of Germany) and 
many of his manuscrip he had reason to be concerned also 
about the others whi ugh the good offices of George 
Bataille, had been pla e Bibliothkque Nationale prior to 
his flight from Paris es, in unoccupied France7 How 
was he to live with ly, how could he earn a living 
without the extens on of quotations and excerpts 
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d o n s  

: United States had distributed a number of emergen 

Spanish transit visa to enable him to get to Lisbon 
lip there. However, he did not have a French exit 
that time was still required and which the French 
eager to please the Gestapo, invariably denied to 

sees di) 
dead i? 

chance 

w 1 1  1 1  Kafl 
I the 'Ã 

n,iv h e n  
hiwn to I 
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~ m t l ,  as 
,inn the 

Ã wart 
land h 
ff eren. 
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S, but from the twentiet 
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"here was thenation par 

- 
:h century back to the nine - - - - -.. --  
excellence whosecultui-e ha -- -. 
t g z t h c e n t u ~ y a n d  - .  - for - whic 
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figure for German ernigra 

tected against the outside, once were: an interior, but without the 
narrowness of medieval streets, a generously built and 
0 7 " t h e  arch o F t G 3 -  li& mq estic ceiling --"- ---- - -  
a b z e  it. "TLe finest thing here about all a~-and-all-activity is 
the fact t h a ~ ~ f i T S r ~ r n a ~ d & s  of the-ox&inal and 

--- "̂ "(=TI, 421). Indeed, they help 
-r. I Q s  the uniform facades, lining the 
3treets like inside ~ a l l s ~ t h a t ~ m a k e  one feel more obysicd& shel- -./ - - 
w e d  in this ci tythaninanyother.  Thearcades which connect -. 

:h an enormous fascination over Benjamin that he 
i s  projected major work on the nineteenth centu . , 
i tal  simply as  he Arcades'' (Passagenarbeit)-;-an 
w v s  are nnd.@d like a s y m b ~ b f  Park because the 

' J  0 -- - -  
I working, so one  inhabits a&tyby-~t+in~through 
aim or purpose, ~ith~onelsstaysecured by the count- 
vhich line the streets andpas^which_theJife_of the c --- - 
F pedestrians, moves along. 
r the large cities which --- 

Lore than any other city it is depenflen - 
;ople who pass by in the streets, sothat  the mode 

traffic endangers its verv existence not onTyTor tech " 
s .  wasteland of an American suburb, or the resi 
xricts of many towns, where all of street life take 
he roadway and where one can walk on the sidewalks 
:duced to footpaths, for miles on end wit 

se of those who need to chase after nolivel 
w --- 

career, reach no goal-the paradise, then, of bohe 
& of artists and writers but of all those wh 
,b&r t m -  
-being homeless or stateless - 

ild not be integratedeither --- -.. - 
;-or socially. -- ' 1 . : -  ---l-:-l- It- 

s i n g  w; 
' his gait 

erhaps most clearly revealed in the pecu- 
hich Max Rychner described as "at once 



ated in my efforts and interests among thoseof my generati 
Ie in France there are certain forces-the writers Giraud 
, especially, Aragon; the surrealist movement-in which I se 

at  work what occupies me too9'-so he wrote to Hofmannsthal i 
1927 (Bfiefe I, 446), when, having returned from a trip to M 
cow and convinced that literary projects sailing under the Co 
munist flag were unfeasible, he was setting out to consolidate 
"Paris position" (Briefe 1, 444-45). (Eight years earlier he 

dible feeling of kinship" which P@y had 
"No written work has ever touched me so 
me such a sense of communion" [Briefe I, 

ot succeed in consolidating anything, and 
success would hardly have been possible. Only in postwar Paris 
have foreigners-and presumably that is what everyone not born 
in France is called in Paris to this day-been able to occupy "posi- 
tjons." On the other hand, Benjamin was forced into a posit~on 
which actually did not exist anywhere, which, in fact. could not 
be identified and diagnosed as such until afterwards. 'It was the - - 
position on the "topof the mast" from which the tempestuous 
times could be surveyed better than from a safe harbor, even --- - - 
though the distress signals of the "shipwreck,kf this one man ---- ---- 
who had not learned to swim either with or against the tide. were 

Nor on17 

. to what extent he 

vhich was guaranteed not to be useful 
rifession. Such an existence was so 

ct that his professional ambitions were directed at some 

-if at all-only i n t h e  cultural section of a newspaper. I 
o accident that Benjamin chose the French language for 
sing this ambition: "Le but que je m'avais propose 
''&re consid&i A- cornme-leÂ¥pre-ercritiqu . de l a  h t t k a  
fide. -- La difficulty .-- ---- c'est - que 2- depuis plus , - de ,...-. cinquante ans 
tc littkraire en Allemasme n'est o h  considirie c&e 

a req-6er c o - ~ z r  
regarded as the fore 
c is that for more than fifty years literary criticism in G 
has not been considered a serious genre. T o  create a pla 
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in criticism for ones 

fession to early French influences, to the proximity of the great 
neighbor on the other side of the Rhine which inspired in him 
so intimate a sense of affinity. But it is much more symptomatic 
that even this selection of a profession was actually motivated 
by hard times and financial woes. If one wants to express the 
"profession" he had prepared himself for spontaneously, although 
perhaps not deliberately, in social categories, one has to go back 
to Wilhelminian Germany in which he grew up and where his 
first plans for the future took shape. Then one could say that 
Benjamin did not prepare for anything but the "profesion" of 
a private collector andtotally independent scholar.what was 
then called Privatgelehrter. Under the circumstances of the time 
his studies, which he had begun before the First World War, 
could have ended only with a university career, but unbaptized 
Jews were still barred from such a career, as they were from any 
career in the civil service. Such Jews were permitted a Habilita- 
tion and at most could attain the rank of an unpaid Extraordi- 
narius; it was a Career which presupposed rather than provided 
an assured income. The doctorate which Benjamin decided to 
take only "out of consideration for my family" (Briefe I, 216) 
and his subsequent attempt at Habilitation were intended as the 
basis for his family's readiness to place such an income at his dis- 
posal. 

Thi 
had im 
geoisie, 
even to 
shows 
stances 
inated 1 
set the 
order" 
293 )  a1 
that tin 

and in the Weimar Republic a university career was open 
1 unbaptized Jews. The unhappy story of the Habilitation 
clearly how little Benjamin took these altered circum- 
into account and how greatly he continued to be dom- 

by prewar ideas in all financial matters. For from the out- 
Habilitation had only been intended to call his father "to 
by supplying "evidence of public recognition" (Briefe I, 
id to make him grant his son, who was in his thirties at 
ie, an income that was adequate and, one should add, com- 

J - 1 

n houses the way others frequent gamblin 
llution even to sell something "in an emer- 
 is feeling . . obliged to "deaden the pain of this .. e , 1 1 1  y" ended with h 

340) by making t r e k  purcnases; an0 nl 
empt to free himself from financial de 

in r on his family ended with the proposal that his father 
li.itely give him "funds enablin~ me to buv an interest i 

In view of the reahbes ot  the Germany or me nvenues an 
eness that he would never be able to make 

q: with his penÃ‘Gther are places in which I can earn a mi 
m i  and places in which I can live on a minimum, but there 

cc where I can d~ both*" (Briefe 11, 563)-his whole at t i  
l i  may strike one as nnnardonablv irresponsible. Yet it wa 

I liing but a case of i 
t i r  is  just as hard fi 

t I poverty as it is f( 

- - - - - - - . . - 0 J 

:ore" (Briefe I, 292).  This is the only gainful 
Senjamin ever considered. Nothing came of it, 

--=--7 1 

irresponsibility. It is reasonable to assume 
or rich people grown poor to believe in 
)r poor people turned rich to believe in 



what the next day may brin 
Moreover, in his attitude to 

tirides," - a 
mr 10 ear 

thei 
whi 
sun 
of 

by 
of 2 

pro 
talit 
too 
that 
lark - 
-th 
eliti 

n your grave.' - 
monthly stipend remained in 
d in order to receive one afte 

death he was ready, or thought he was, to do man 
tudy Hebrew for three hundred marks a month if 
)ught it would do them some good, or to think 
with all the mediating trimmings, for one thousan 
ics if there was no other way of doing business with 
:s. The fact that despite being down and out he later 

is worthy of admiration, and so is the infinite 
I which Scholem, who had worked very hard to 
stipend for the study of Hebrew from the universi 

rn, allowed himself to be put off for years. No one, 
was prepared to subsidize him in the only>&on7' 
he was born, that of an h o m e  de lettres, a position 
nique prospects - --  neither the ~ i o n i s t s n o r t h ~ i r x i s t s  - - 
?Id have-beenhaw: 

J. , 
no means an isolated case. If anything, his outlook was typical 
in entire generation of German-Jewish intellectuals, although 
bably no one else fared so badly with it. Its basis was the men- 
y of the fathers, successful businessmen who did not think 
highly of their own achievements and whose dream it was 
: their sons were destined for higher things. It was the secu- 
zed version of th-ient Jewish belief that those who "learn" 
~e Torah or tlieTaImud, that is, God's La-w-were the true 

of the people and should not be born-^irith-so vulgar an 
u ation as making money or working for it. This is n o t t o  

--- - - -* 
h e n e r a t i o n  there were no father-son conflicts; on 

occ -- 
say 

contrary, the literature of the time is 
ud had lived and carried on his inquiri 
Fage other than the German-Jewish 
patients, we might never have heard of 
as a rule these conflicts were resolved by the sons' layin 

m to b- or, in the case of the numerous Corn! 
lists from well-to-do homes, to being devoted to the welfare 
nankind-in any case, to aspiring to things higher than making 
ley-and the fathers were more than willing to grant that this 
a valid excuse for not making a living. Where such claims 

-e not made or recognized, catastrophe was iust around the 

the 
Fre 

the h o m e  de 1ettiv-s aiiin-.Ba un a. &--..-& ....-.------ --- - - -  . ---- -- - -- .- 
eure, as though he were actually to be equated wit 

lang 
his 

of the ~rivatselehrter that has ;ways h a d a  touch o 
Benjamin, who felt so close to French that the lan 

line for him a "sort of alibi" (Briefe 11, 505) for 
wobably knew about the h o m e  de lettres's origins 
ionary France as well as about his extraordinary caree 
nch Revolution. In contrast to the later writers a 
! "ecrivains et litt6rateurs" as even Larousse defines t 

lettres, these men, though they did live in the worl 
tten and printed word and were, above all. surrounde 
were neither obliged nor willir 

illy, in order to earn a living. U 
Is, who offer their services eitherto_tne_swe_as_exp 
and officials, or to Society for d ive rs ionndinguc  

5ommes de lettres a l w a ~ o - k e e p  aloof from 
tate and socie . Their material existence was based on 

\ -- = --+- 
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ner. Benjamin was a case in point: h i  father never recognized 
claims, and their relations were e~traordinaril~bad. Another 
h case was Kafka, whoÃ‘pos$blyaUs Tiereany was some- 

g to write and read 
nlike the class of the 

--- I like a enius-was quite freeof the genius mania of his en- - bnment, never c aimed to be a genius 9 and --.. ensured -.. his financial 
spendence by taking anordinary job at the Prague workmen's 
ipensation o f f i c e m s  relations with Iiis"fathE ourse 
ally bad, but for different reasons.) And still, no sooner had 
'ka taken-this position than he saw in it a "running-stan-for 

--.- 



the basis of this du 

tions. It cannot be my ta k here to discuss the circumstanc 
which eventually turned tl& h o m e s  de lettres into revolutio 
aries in the eighteenth century nor the way in which their sub- 
ressors in thenineteenth and twentieth c&uries split into the 

nd and of the professional 
this historical background 
t of culture combined in 

t of the revolutionary and 
efore its disappearance the 

destined to show itself once 

u 
rigins, the milie; of German-Jewish socie-perial Ger- 
iany, in which ~ w r e w  up, nor 

- 

was there any lack of 
Zfication for taking a stand against the Weimar ~ e b b l i c .  in 
rhich he refused 10 take up a In A Berlin Childhood 
round 1900 Benjamin describes the house from which he came as 
"mausoleum long intended for me" (Schriften I, 643). Charac- 
iristically enough, his father was an art dealer and antiquarian; 
~e family was a wealthy-a-n-of-the-mill assimilated one; 
iE otTils grandparents was Orthodox, the other belonged to a 
eform congregation. "In my childhood I was a -r of the 
Id and the new West. In those days my clan inhabited these -- F-th an attitude mingled of stubbornness and self- 
onfidence, turning them into a ghetto which it regarded as its 
ef" (Schriften I, 643). The stubbornness was toward their Jew- 
hness; it was_only~stu~o~~n~~th~tmad~themclingtoit. The 
:n^confide&e was inspired by their p o s i t i o ~ i n T h i l i 6 ~ ~ e w i s h  

troduction 

ronment in 
how much was shown on days when guests were expecti 
'iiich occasions the inside 
ic center of the house and t 

I crnple mountains," was opened, a 
I,' off treasures such as idols lik 
11 "the house's hoard of sil 
cd "was there not tenfold, bu 
when I looked at these 1 

r rests, fruit knives o r  
usion struggled with the' 
cd might all look alike, just as 
I ,  Even the child knew that somethi 
not only because there were poor 
I IC-h children of my age they existed 
I great advance in my understandin 
1 i v  dawned on me in the ignomi 
viften I, 6321) but because "stubb 

I ularly virule 
I kept away , I '  14 

L \ha t  was invoivcu, men, was WLML ILAU ÃˆIUÃˆ mi; LO,"= 

,, l i w T a v a n d  existed in that fo 
in the German-speakinp Central - Europe - -  of those . deca 

l i t  This auestion has been washed away, as it were. by 
t1 rophe o f  European Jewry and is justly forgotten, althou 
 ill encounters it"occasio~ally in the language of the 01 
,rion oC Germap 7innict': whnw rhinkino' hahits derive from 

tmr decades of t 

nable r 



but the concern of the Jewish intelligentsia and had r 
cance for the majority of Central European Jewry. FJ 
tellectuals, however, it was of ereat_&poqance, for t 
Jewishness, which la ed hard1 an role in their spirit! 
hold, determ-e~trasdinar~ d( 
therefore presented itse1Lto them as -a -mo~a l -mn o 
eieIn this moral form the Jewish question marked, i 
words, "the terrible i n n e r d i t i o n  of these generatior 
matter how insignificant this problem may appear to 
face of what actually happened later, we cannot dis 
here, for neither Benjamin nor Kafka nor Karl Kraus c: 
derstood without it. For simplicity's sake I shall state the 
exactly as it was stated and endlessly discussed then 
in an article entitled "German-Jewish Mt. Parnassus" (" 
jiidischer Pamass") which created a great stir when Mor 
stein published it in 1912 in the distinguished journal D< 

ancTm'hisview the 

Jews administer the in~ellectual property of a people v 
?iesqus the right and theability to do so." And furthi - 
easv to show the absurdity of our adversaries' areum ' -  
prove that^eir'enin~tyisu&wi~ermf -- would be g 
this? That their hatred is genuine. ~hen-dcalumnies 'h 
refuted, all distortions rectified, all false judgments abo 
jected, antipathy will remain as something irrefutable. 
who does not realize this is bevond help." It was the 'I 
realize this that was felt to be unbearable ab- 
w s e n t a i i z o n t h e  hand. wished to rem - --- 
and, on the other, did not want to acknowledge their Je- 

w- - -.-- w-- - w - *  "we shall openly drum the problem that they are shirl 
them. W e  shall iorce them to own up to ----- t h e i r ~ ~ ~ i s h n  - 
have themselves baptized." But even if this was success 
I? the mendacity of this milieu could be exposed and , 
what would be gained by it? A "leap into modern Hebi 
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mitic as well as the Zionist ideol- 
did not encounter in Kafka, on 

ilar formulation of the problem 
insolubility. In a letter to Max 
rs he . said** . 

b ''the &-.r it was -spiratio 
ectable as anv other but fraught, - upon closer examination, 
istressing peculiarities. For one thin . what their despair 
ged itself in could not be German literature which on the 
it appeared to be," because the problem was not reallv a 

n one. Thus they lived "among~hree-ir 
possibility of n ~ t _ w r i ~ i n ~ " _ ~ s  they coal 

the fewish ques- 
n-an inspiration . -:A- 

'ion o d  - b writing "the impossibility UL WIILIU - -E-Lll.u^A- 
A t h e i r  use of the German language as 
vert or covert, or possibly self-tormenting - - usurpation of 
1 property, which his not  Been acquired b u t s t o n ,  .-d (rela- 
quickly picked up, and which remains someone else's ~ O S -  

even if not a single linguistic mistake can be pointed out"; 
 ally, "the impossibility of writing differently," since n 
nncuaie was available. "One could almost add a fourt 



ork, which speaks the German 
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--7 1 anti-Semitism, of the isolation from reality staged 
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n-which for Kafka, and not only for Km, included - -  - ---- w-- 

and abetted by the wealth of these classes. "Akongpoo 
" wrote Kafka, "the world, the bustle oi 
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*d, child-consuming air of a nicely fun 
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f work, so to speak, 
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&nerated." 18  hey fought again& Jewish society De 
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;tion," wrote Benjamin, "is to establish not 
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superfluous as Kafka himself was so verv much aware of it-"If 

nothing else but one of the numerous German dialects. And since 
he rightly thought that "within the German language, only the 

esides them, the most personal High German are 
naturally was no less legitimate to change from 

from Yiddish, to High German than it was to 
w German or the Alemannic dialect. If one reads 
about the Jewish troupe of actors which so fas- 

cinated him, it becomes clear that what attracted him were less 
the specifically Jewish elements than the liveliness of language 
and gestur 

T o  be 
v 

these problems or taking them seriously, especially since it is so 
tempting to misinterpret and dismiss them as mere reaction to an 
anti-Semitic milieu and thus as an expression of self-hatred. But 
nothing could be more misleading when dealing with men of the 
human stature and intellectual rank of Kafka. Kraus, and Ben- 
iamin. What pave their criticism its bitter shar~nesswas never 

anti- emiti ism as such, but the reaction to it ofme^TfFmiddle 
class, with whicih_theJntellectualsby no means identifiedmere, 
A - 
too, it was not a matter of the frequently ~ndTgnlned3pufogetic 
attitude of official Jewry, with which the intell~ctuals had hardly 
any ~ o n t a c t ~ b u t  of the lyjng denial 0: the very existence of 
widespread anti-Semitism, of the isolation from reality staged 
with all the devim=c n f  wif-̂ crprifinnhv t̂Ti~ 1pw13i hniiror~nici~ 
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r of Walther Rathenau (in 1922) :  to Kafka it was "inc 
sible that they should have let him live as long as that. 
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ing himself to be swayed in the 

on and lo&linS 'it 
would eventually lead him. Thus we read, for example, in a letter 

ritten in 1918, that Walther Rathenau, claiming to represent 
many in foreign affairs, and Rudolf Borchardt, making a 
lar claim with respect to German spiritual affairs, had in com- 

mon the "y@l to lie;' "the objective mendacity" (Briefe I, 
189 fF). Neither wanted .to "serve" a cause t h r o w i s  works-in 

as "sovereign means in the service of an absolu 
,I '  In addition, there were the litterateurs who pi 
I the service of a career and social status: "Te a UL 

I which one could righ 

nlmost twenty years, of emigration to Palestine. "Under 
I ,  by no means impossible conditions I am ready if not 
unpd [to go to Palestine?. Here in Austria the Jews (the 

tines, those who are not making money) talk of nothing 
S o  lie wrote in 
irded such a p' 

rly say, "The light of the p b l i c  
pJ& G- 3 .* - 

. . * .. . .  

" 
1919 ( ~ r i e f e  I, 222), bur at the same time 

Ian as an "act of violence" (Briefe I, 208). 
irned out to be necessary. Whenever such 



his Paris exile he 
October or No- 

would deprive himself of the positive cognitive chances of his 
own position-"on the t 
or "dead in his own li 
ruins. He  had settled 
corresponded to reali 
"denature" his own writin 
risk of making them unfi 
alive but with the c 
liably for an unknown f 

For the insolubili 
tion by no means c 
German or in the 

"return" either to 
and could not d 

age, but because all traditions and ci 
ig" had become equally questionabl 
felt was wrono- with rhe "renirn" rr 

J J -  ------ --- 
as proposed by the Zionists; they could all have said what Kafk 
once said about being a member of the Jewish people: '>. . M 
people, provided that I have - 

to a much more general and more radical problem 
to questioning the relevance of the Western tradition as 
Not just ~ a & s m  as a doctrine but thej^om~uni.& 

nary movement exerted a powerful attraction on them 
it implied more  than a criticism of existing social 
conditions and took G o  accounthe  totaliFof DO 

J 1 - 
piritual traditions. For Benjamin. at any rat< this ques 
G t  and of tradition as such was decisive, and pre 
the sense in which Scholem, warning his3riend agains 
ers to his thinking inherent in ~ a r x k m ,  posed it, a1 
being aware of the problem. Benjamin, he wrote, 
the risk of forfeiting the chance of becoming "the legiti- 
itinuer of the most fruitful and most genuine traditions 
iann and a Humboldt" (Briefe 11, 526). What he did not 
id  was that such a return to and continuation of the past 
very thing which "the morality of [his] insights," to 
:holem appealed. was hnnnd tn  rule nnr for Reniamin.24 

ms tempting 
ght, that th 
positions of 
"nought of tiicuiaciv as LUG pci-uisuis ui a u c w  age. 
tainly was not the c q .  In his essay on Karl Kraus, Ben- 
ought up this question: Does Kraus stand "at the thresh- 
iew age?" "Alas, by no means. H e  stands at the threshold 
mJudgrnent7' ( ~ c h r i f t e n ~ ~ ~ ~  at this threshold 
Ily stood all those who --...-- later became -- the - - masters of the 
:',l;,thfy looked upon the dawn of a new age --- basically as 
2 n d  viewed &&y alonath-tktraditiom-which led 
Â¥ decline as a field of k ~ i n s . ~ ~  No one has expressed this 
n g y  than Benjamin in his .y-m---- "Theses on the Philosophy - u of 

and nowhere has hesaid it more unequivocally than 
-r from Paris dated 1935: "Actually, I jiardly feel _con- 

to -ition oLtbe-worl 



Illuminations 

On this planet a great number of civilizations have perished in 
blood and horror. Naturally, one must wish for the planet that 

thoughtful well-wishe 

L--A7.---- 
"Rediscovered that the transmissibilitv of ihepast haT6ccn rc- 
* E e d  by its ciTability and t h a z n  $alaLpfjtSJi~hority there 

. . 
had arisen a strangepower to settle down, piecemeal, in the pres- . -- ---. - 
ent and to deprive it of "peace of mind," the mindless peace of 

* Weltgericht (Last Judgment) plays on the dual meaning of Gericb 
dgment; dish). (Translator's note.) 

. . 
n d  lovek of this destructiie powe 
by an entirely different intention, 
and only because they did not let 
~rofessional "preservers" all around 

that the deskxtive.$ower of quotat&w~s "the only 
iich still contains the hope that something from^hisperiod 
rye-for no other r&son than that it was torn out of*$." 
form of "thought fragments," quotations --- have the doubl 

tii'interrupting the flow of the presentation with â€˜â€˜ 
t f&x" (Schi f ten  I, 14.2-43) &d at the same time of con 
~ r a ~ i n f f w i t h i n  themselves that which is presented. As to thei 

&nian but soon extended into something far more char 
" I  ic, not so mu person as of his work;, the collec 

he ever stopped collecting book 
ranee he seriously considered e 
Collected Works of Kafka, whic 

e volumes, for a few first editions 
curly writin; 

t~ remain incc 
iced to own 
I 916, at the time wnen cenjamin mrnea in rus sniuic!> 
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----*- - -  
lrh'fe I, 138). l h a t  a certain destructive force was a 
 ins passion for the past, so characteristic of heirs an 

WIT, Benjamin di 
blwndy lost-his fai 

gs-an undertaking which naturally was 
)mprehensible to any nonbibliophile.) The 
a lib- (Briefe I, 193) asserted itself - . . . . . 1 -- 1.'- -^-A*-- -- 

d not discover until much later, when 
ith in tradition and in thejndfistructibil- 



friend, who was preparing to emigrate to Jerusalem. (As  early 
as 1920, when he was not yet seriously beset by financial wor- 
ries, he thought of learning Hebrew.) He  never went as far on 
this road as did Kafka, who after all his efforts stated bluntly 

the Hasidic tales 

his Habilitation thesis. a clioice that is v im  chGacteristi; of the 
a m w v  of -- this - entire, --.- still -- unresolved --.-- cluster - ofproblems. For 
inthe German literary and poetic tradition the ~ a r o a a s ,  with 
the exception of the ereat church chorales of the time. never 

m- 

really been alive. ~ o e t h e  rightly said that when he was eighteen 
years old, German literature was no 01 
:hoice, baroque in, a double sense, has an 
~cholem's strange decision to approach Ju 
that is, $hat part of Hebrew literature which is 
untransmissible .----..- in terms of Jewish tradition, in which it has al- ---- * 

ways had the odor of^omethine- downright disreoutable. Noth- 
iG'sHowed m = e ^ i e ~ ~ - ~ o < i s 6 n ~ t ~ s a y a ~ - ^ d h a t  - 
thqre was no such thing as a "return" either to the German or 
[he European or the Jewish tradition than the choice of these -- - 
fields of study. I t  was G'nniicit  admission that the past spoke 
direc~~~~"tRrougtr-ttungs'tha~K~cyrl&eeiT'h&ded - - -  .- - --- down, 
whose seeming closeness to the present was thusdue nreciselv to 
--- t f i < i r e  xotic"cliaraccer," ~ h i c l i  outa l lc la ims& a bindin* 
authority. ~ b l i ~ a % G t r u t h s  were replaced by what was in some 
sense significant or interesting, and this of course meant-as no 

riefe 11, 763) .  Outstanding among t 
this "consistence of truth" was, at lea 

iamin, whose early philosophical interest was the010 

loss of authority, is not "an unveiling 
. . .but the revelation which does it justice" {^ichnftenT-14 

-" 
{his truth had comeinto theTiiman -- 

r moment in history-be it as the Greek 
mh1c to the eyes of the minTaiKTcoXpX 

Kent" ("Unverborgenheit^=Heid 

wisdom, because it would 
nich it could acquire only 
validity. Benjamin discusses rnese matters in connection 
1 and says that of course "Kafka was far from being 
I face this situation. Many had accommodated them- 
, adhering to truth or whatever they regarded as truth 
:n time and, 
sibility. Kafka's real genius was that he tried something 

, . , ,- *. - a - -  -L ..a A- -L- 

ipear in our world, it could 
no longer have the charac- 
through universal recogni- 

. . . . - --: - - 

d " 
with a more or less heavy heart, forgoing 

w: he sacrificed rrutn ror me saice 01 ciingin LU w e  
t . 
l i  " B riefe 11, 763). He did so by making -̂ s- ecisive - t z d i k a l  

parables or inventing new ones in tradi- -. .. 

; 27 however, these "do not modestly lie at the feet 
ÃˆC, as do the haggadic tales in the Talmud, but "u 
raise a heavy claw"* against it. Even Kafka's reachi 

he sea bottom of the nast had this neculiar duality 
i preserve and 
tn though it v 
iry in what i 

.1 

wanting to destroy. He wanted to pre- 
ras not truth, if only for the sake of this 
is vanishing" (see Benjamin's essay on 



66 rich and strange," coral a n 3 3  anded 
down in one solid piece. 

the past bslyzinithc L U I I ~ L ~ U I  s ~WWI WIIICII was hi;> U W ~ .  

4f Collecting springs from a variety of motives which are hot easily 
1" , understood. As Benjamin was probably the first to emphasize, 

~ l l e c t i n y  is the passion of children, for  whom things are not  yet - 
commodities and--are not valued according to their usefuIness, 
and it is a l s o t t i e ' h o b b v o f  therich,who --- 6 ~ n e n o u g h G o t t 0  -- - need 
anvthins- useful and hence can afford to make "the transfiswa- 
fick ot o b j e c t s ~ c f c r t f t ~ ~ i ~  - A & - p  41 6)theiru&>k. - -- mi t h e y  

of necessity"-discover the beautiful, which needs "disinter- - ---- -- - - --- -- - ested de l igh t " (~an t )  to be recognized. At any rate, -.--- a collected 
'obectpossesses o X T n  amateur value and no use value whatso- -- L- -IF---- ever ( eniamin was not yet aware 6T the fact that collecfinpan 
ilsobe aneminently sound and often highly profitable form of 
investment.) And inasmuch as collecting can fasten on any cate- 
go& objects (not just art objects, which are in any case re- 
moved from the everyday world of use objects because they are 
"good" for nothing) and*, as it were, redeem the object as a 

it now is no longer a means to an end but has its'iz 
---- * d- 

worth, Benjamin could understand the coTecto?s j%Gsion 
akin to that of the revolutionary. Like the revolu- 

collector "dreams his way not only into a remote -- 
but at the same time into a betterone in which, 

is to  complement 

thing quest I 

- 
ition of man. Even th- 

- 
oT hiss some- 

Tonable to a E u e  b i b K p A n d  you have read all 
atole France is said to have beenasl?eby an admire1 

'cplicitlv claimed for collected objects. The value of gen- I > 
\AwhtcL is decisive *or the co~~ec to r  as wkll as for th 
Tcr 
l.iri7,ation 
s r  reflect h else 

latiin, however; this whimsicality has some note 
:inn not so harmless peculiarities. There is, for one thing 

, - . fwc, so significant i f  an era of 'public darkness, wit 
ihp collector not only 'withdraws from t%e pubHc in 

"̂Of-.hiŝ m̂butall kin 
m r e s  that once were public property to decorate them. 
I course, is i 

or, in his e 



- wl~or i ty  of the past 
i Ims the heir and p int 

"-  - 

: for its ownsake, born of his co 
1 and therefore rather heedless I 

ly appears a disturbing factor t( 
, . . 3 -  

esting opinions and data. The collector's passion, on t 
-haad,-iinot only unsystematic but borders on the chao - 
much because it is a 
bythe quality of th - ---- . 

inflamed by its "genuineness." its uniqueness, something that 
xefies any systematic classification. T h s u  - diuon dis- . . 
c m a t e s .  the c-vels all differences; a n u s  leveling- e present, an aspect which had pr 

only from -.. the 

. . .. - . 1 4 1  

so that "the positive and the negative . . . predilection and rejic- 
tion are here closely contiguous" (Scbriften 11, 3 I 3)-takes place 
even if the collector has made tradition itself his special field 
and carefully eliminated everything not recognized by it. Against 

know when Benjamin discovered the remarKaDle 
Jus old-fashioned inclinations with the realities 

q must have been in the mid-twenties, when he beg 
"in study of Kafka, only to discover shortly thereafter 

oet who was most at home in this centurv. I do 

' I not I 

tradition the collector pits the criterion of genuineness; to the 
authoritative he opposes t h e m  of o r i s .  T -ex-press this way 
of rhinEin n t or-s: 1 s a t e n d  with pure 

k g i n ? l g 2  tialism establishev~s a&en3v~om&flznch a quality per se detached from all Existen- specific 

characteristics. If one c a r r i t h i s  way of thinking to its logical - 
conclusion, the result is a strange inversion of the original col- 
lector's drive: "The genuine picture may be old, but the genuine 
thought is new. It is of the present. 1his present may be meager, - 

3. 

lie letters of a consciousshiXgofernphasis. At an 
n g  was more characteristic of him in the thirties than 
norebooks with black covers which he a1 ways carried 

'orrn of quo- 
- Â 

ranted. But no matter what it is like, one must firmly take it by EL., 
the horns to be able to consult the past. I t  is the bull whose 

I and in which he tirelessly entered in the i 
-bar daily living and reading netted him in me way or 

-oral W " On occasion he read. from them aloud, 
ound like items from a choice and precious c01- 
this collection. which bv then wascawthing but 

%load must fill the pit if the shades of the departed are to appear 
at its edge" (Scbriften 11, 314). Out of this present when it ha 
been sacrificed for the invocation of thepast arises then "the - "--- .- . - ---- - --- - --- - 



Zompany had "stopped supplyi 
ion of the Jewish population in- 
any, since the biggest consumers 
y their bills. The Jews used the 
iicide" (Briefs 11, 820). Here in- 
id were invoked only from the 

and the 
1.:- A?--- ie collector who gathers nag- 

s ot the past is perhaps best illus- 
only at first glance, that there 

which old and ancient 
tradition, have become 
handed to schoolboys 

copies. TQus amazing re- 
hich since the forties has 

ditionless America, be- 
There it was initiated by those 
eparability of the break in tradi- 
QnLy.~:hei:ê jirst and foremost by 
dinarv. and extraordinarily early. 
an 
:up-tghejast but thinks of the ---- -- - . 
, Benjamin actually had more in 
narkable sense for living eyes 
-changed into pearls and coral, 

lifted into the present only by 
i thuthe 

, than he did with the dialectical 
For just as the above-cited clos- 

say sounds as though Kafka had 
from a letter to Hofmannsthal 

me of Heidegger's essays written 
rnnv i r - t - inn  w h i r h  m'iiApc me in 

the area of language like nomads, as it were, in the C 

of  the siffn character of language which produces 

1- nse with any accompanying text, 
masterfully that it 
may strike one as 

to boot, but it was 



tendon of such inves 

that seek to provide a causal or systematic connection. In so do- 
ing Benjamin was quite aware that this new method of ^drillingu 
resulted in a certain "forcinp- of insights-̂  . . whose ineleg 
pedantry, however, is preferable to today's almost universal ha 
of falsifying them"; it was equally clear to him that this meth 
was bound to be "the cause of certain obscurities" (Briefe 
n o ) .  What mattered to him above all was to avoid anything that 
might be reminiscent of empathy, as though a givensubj&t o 
investigation had a message in readiness which easily communi 
cated itself, or  could be communicated, t eader or spe 
t . _ Â £ C X T  L . .  . ' . 3 r ,- . 1  1 . .... * A  . 

lad already become quite used to all sorts of merely capriciou 
;hock effects and LLput-ons.77 B+-?with though 
:hings, particularlv those of a linguistic - nature, which, accordin 
:o him, "retain their meaning, possibly their best significance, i 
:hey are not a priori applied exclusively to man. For example, o 
zould speak of an unforgettable life or moment even if all m 
lad forgotten them. If the nature of such a life or  moment " 
pired that it not be forgotten, that predicate would not contain 
i falsehood but merely aclaim that is not being fulfilled by men, 
ind perhaps also a reference to a realm in whichit  is fulfilled: 
sod's remembrance" (ibid.). Benjamin later gave  up this theo- 
.ogical background but not the theory and not his method of 
irilline to obtain the essential in the form of auotations-as one " .1 

obtains water by drilling for it from a source concealed in the 
iepths of the earth.  his method is like the modern equivalertt 
ofritual invocations, and the spirits that now arise invariably are 
:hose spiritual essences from a past that have suffered the Shake- 

truth to 1igh 
German Tn 

--- i. As one may read in the preface to the Origin i] 
rgedy, Benjamin regarded truth as an exclusively 

interpretations notwithstandiiig,'had "no far-sightedness or 'pro- 
phetic vision,' " but listened totradition, and "he who listens hard 

does not see" ("'Max Brod's'Book on Kafka" 
There are good reasons why Benjamin's pnuosopnical inte 

cst from the outset concentrated on the phi16sophy of languag 
and why finally naming through quoting became for him t 
only possible and appropriate way of dealing with the past w 
out the aid of tradition. Any period to which its own ~ a s t  
become as questionable as it has to us must ev 
against the phenomenon of language, for in it 
mined ineradicably, thwarting all attemts to get rid ot it on 
and for all. The Greek polis \ 
of our political existence-that 
long as we use the word "poll 
who with good reason attack language e D U I W ~ ~ K  

hind which the past hides-its confusi 
understand. They are absolutely right: 
problems are linguistic problems; they s 
implication 

But Ber 

bill continue to exist at the bottorr 
is, at the bottom of the sea-for as 

tic is is what the semanticists . . 1 _ 1  1 1  

s of what they are saying. 
ijamin, who could not yet nstein, le 

1... alone his successors,  new a greac aeai aooul: rnese very mine 
because from the beginning the problem of truth had presence 
itself to him as a "revelation .". . which must be heard, that is, 
which lies in the meta~hvsicallv acoustical snhere." T o  him. , -  , -4 
I ~~Gefore,  Ian-e was by no means primarily the gift of speech 
which d i d  
confrary, ' 

49 

-- 
nguishes man from other living bein&ut, on the 
'the world essence . . . from which speech arises" 



Illwm~nutions 

{Briefe I, 197), which i 
ger's position that "man can speak only insofar as he is the s a y e r  
Thus there is "a language of truth, the tensionless and even silent 
devositorv of the ultimate secrets which alltRbZeHt is concerned 

-' - U Ã ‘ Ã ‘  

with" ("The Task of the Translator"), and this is "the true lan- 
guage" whose existence we assume unthinkingIy'asTsoon as we 
translate from one language into another.   hat is why Benjamin 
places at the center of his &ay "The Task of the ~ r a k l a t o r "  the 
astonishing quotation from Mallarm6 in which the spoken lan- 
guages in their multiplicity and diversity suffocate, as it were, by 
virtue of their Babel-like tumult, the "imortel le  parole," which 
cannot even be thought, since "thinking is writing without im- 

-A- 

plement or whispers, silently," and thus prevent the voice of 
truth from being heard on earth with the force of material, tan- 
gible evidence. Whateve 
subsequently have made 
victions, his basic appr 
remained unchanged: n an or com- 
municative functions oflinguistic ~ r e a t i o n s ~ t u t  to understand 
them in their crystallized and thus ultimatelv framentary form -- . . , - -  
as intentionless and noncommunicative utterances of a "world 
essence."What else does this mean than that he understood Tan- 
p a g e  as---And this is pre- 
cisely what the last sentence of the Mallarm6 aphorism, which 
he does not quote, says in unequivocal clarity: ':~eulement, sach- 

which says no more, though in a slightly more complex way, 
than what I mentioned before-namely, that we are dealing here 
with something which may not be unique but is certainly ex- 
remely rare: the gift of think in^ -uoeti&lly. 

And this' thinking, fed by the presen 
'thought fragments" it can wrest from the p --  -- 
;elf. Like a pearl diver who descends to the bottom of the sea, 
lot to excavate the bottom and bring it to light but to pry IOOÃ 

car 

it fragment" 
en as everla: 


